SECRET TEST & EVALUATION IP DATA

Sign up to receive Secret TE IP Data email updates

SERVICE SUPPORT

DISN Global Support Center
DSN: (510) 376-3222 or (312) 850-4790
CML: (800) 554-3476 or (614) 692-4790
DGSC@CSD.DISA.MIL
DGSC@COLS.CSD.DISA.SMIL.MIL

HOW TO ORDER

Services can be ordered using the DDOE application located on DISA Direct

DESCRIPTION

The Secret Test and Evaluation IP Data service provides a “test and train like we fight” joint operational environment to support a variety of Test and Evaluation (T&E) Communities of Interest (COI). These COIs have the capability to conduct development, certification and operational T&E activities in an operationally relevant T&E environment.

FEATURES

- Plain-text information exchange at the secret classification level.
- DISA-managed High Assurance Internet Protocol Encryption (HAIPE™) of the customer data for transport across the DISN T&E network.
- IP routing on the Customer Edge (CE) that is configured by the user and IP packets that are routed by the T&E network transport based on static routes managed by DISA CONUS, which are configured to provide full-mesh connectivity established among all T&amp;E HAIPE™ devices.
- Support for customer-established Virtual Private Network (VPN)/tunnel connection from CE to CE using Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) or IP Security tunnels. Optional) Provisioning of CE connection for Secret T&amp;E IP Data Meet-Me (conferencing) service.
- (Optional) site support not to exceed 1,000 man-hours that include end-to-end coordination of implementation service, event support, user/premise equipment installation, circuit provisioning and engineering maintenance, troubleshooting, incidental materials, and related travel.

Service Offering | Secret Test and Evaluation IP Data (also known as DISN-LES)
Service Lifecycle Status | Maintain & Sustain
Security Classification | Up to and including Secret
Service Performance | N/A
Service Rates | Service rate information can be found on the DISA Direct Home page at https://www.disadirect.disa.mil under Inventory and Billing.